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Demonstration Showcase
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absolute software & seagate technology will demonstrate the management of seagate opal-compliant self- 

encrypting drives using absolute secure drive. additionally, compliance will be highlighted via absolute’s en-

cryption status report, a cloud based report available within absolute’s computrace, which alerts on the encryp-

tion status of endpoints across a wide range of software encryption platforms.

regardless of location and whether or not a device is on or off-network, the encryption status report alerts on 

the endpoint’s compliance with an organization’s encryption policies, and informs administrators if an endpoint 

is at risk. If a device is equipped with a seagate drive, the report will also indicate if a drive is a sed and the 

drive’s management status.

eNDPoiNt comPliaNce with  
self-eNcryPtiNg Drives (seDs)

 
 

#22vIsIt our
demo
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tpm In combInatIon WIth InformatIon management

almost all applications used by organizations generate a large amount of data and information every day. users 

in the network, partner communication, customers, and leads also serve as sources that constantly create new 

information that must somehow be coped with. but how to secure those Information and data sources?

conventional systems and security mechanisms reveal a decisive weak-ness when examined closer: they are 

potentially open to attacks when third parties can gain direct access to the hardware. trusted ema® prevents 

such attacks by creating links to hardware characteristics that are unique to each device. this protects the ap-

pliance from unauthorized manipulation and constructs an unbreakable »safe« for your organization’s archived 

data. 

trusted ema® is based around a tpm chip (trusted platform module), firmly anchored inside all ema® appli-

ances, which provides a smart extension to our existing secu-rity concept. using the tpm chip and the ground-

breaking trusted ema® feature, the appliance-specific data decryption key re-ceives even better protection 

against mali-cious hardware attacks. ema® hardware and appliance software now truly combine and form an 

inseparable unit. 

In short, we managed to make one of the most secure solution even more secure. our latest innovation, called 

trusted ema®, takes the advanced security measures one step further. ema® is now the world’s first archiving 

appliance that is built according to the trusted computing standard (tc).

secure your Data with tPm
Trusted Computing Technologies to Secure Your Data  

#20 vIsIt our
demo
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the use case for this demonstration is a deployment of Iot sensors and actuators (such as those found in a 

smart building) managed by a cloud-based application that is remote to the sensors (such as the building man-

agement application). the server and the Iot devices are connected over the public Internet, using an openssl 

connection. mutual authentication of devices is required at session start.

tcg technology (tpms to protect credentials and tnc to validate credentials) is applied to the use case by 

extending openssl authentication. Instead of single factor, using certificates only, the enhanced open ssl 

authentication process requires a certificate and an integrity report (both protected by a tpm on each device). 

servers and gateways perform local validation of the integrity reports. If both credentials are validated, an 

openssl session for data exchange is started. Iot devices validate the ssl certificate from the gateway in 

conventional, single factor openssl authentication.

several security threats are addressed by these protections. fake servers, gateways, and sensors are detected 

and blocked by always performing mutual authentication. Infected components are similarly detected and 

blocked by checking integrity reports. rooting these checks in a tpm prevents malware from stealing creden-

tials or falsifying an integrity report. the security of the Iot system is grounded in hardware, ensuring uptime 

and maximizing reliability.

the demo includes an extensive guI showing activity logs, credentials provided at session start and other 

logged information relevant to session start and device status.

openssl and the tnc code are all open source. the Iot devices and gateways may be from a mix of vendors 

demonstrating the open nature of the protocols.

securiNg iot with trusteD comPutiNg
Trusted Computing Technologies Supported: TPM and TNC

	  
	   TPM	  
enabled	  
Server 

TPM	  
enabled	  
sensors 

TPM-‐enabled	  
Gateways 

Rogue	  
sensor Rogue	  

Gateway 
	   Rogue	  
Server 
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cososys will showcase endpoint protector 4, a cross-platform data loss prevention (dlp) and mobile device 

management (mdm) solution as a tool to address insiders’ threats and human error and prevent data loss, data 

theft and data leakage. the demonstration will be based on most common use cases and best practices to 

control transfers of confidential data in enterprises.

during the demo, there will be emphasis on dlp for mac os X, as a tool to support enterprises which integrate 

macs into their networks and need data protection as much as Windows computers do.

human error is tackled during by endpoint protector 4 by controlling access to removable devices and filtering 

the information that users are not allowed to transfer outside of the network. at the same time, a more profound 

level of security is shown with content aware protection which scans documents being sent through online 

applications like dropbox and decides whether to block the transfer or not.

mdm will be also demonstrated, as a part of endpoint protector 4, with innovative features like geofencing – 

location-based policies.

endpoint protector 4 combines dlp and mdm within the same administration console in a user-friendly and 

intelligent way in order to protect information on all working stations, regardless if they are computers, smart-

phones or tablets. the dlp features work at the content level and not the data traffic level, offering to It 

administrators highly flexible policies. 

QuittiNg the gamBle of trustiNg iNsiDers  
with corPorate Data

user attempts to upload  
a file to a cloud service

content is inspected 
before upload to the  
cloud

If sensitive content is  
detected, violating a  
policy, the incident is 
reported and/or blocked

data transfer is stopped 
to protect company 
information and logged 
for later auditing

vIsIt our
demo #21vIsIt our

demo
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Near real-time Network security with aN  
if-maP-BaseD siem aPProach
Trusted Computing Technologies Supported:  
Interface for Metadata Access Points (IF-MAP)

this demonstration intends to illustrate how If-map open source tools of multiple vendors can be combined to 

smartly address the complex scenario of detecting and reacting to unwanted behavior involving the information 

of multiple sources. the example scenario integrates several components and If-map-clients developed by 

decoIt gmbh, a sme from bremen (germany), and the trust@hsh research group from the university of 

applied sciences and arts in hanover (germany).

the combination of these tools allows to identify threats in a detailed manner as well as a near real-time 

response to found incidents. the scenario is set in a medium-sized network, where an authenticated user is be-

having in a malicious manner, while the different components monitor, evaluate and visualize the network state. 

#12 vIsIt our
demo

vIsIt our
demo
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Dell Data ProtectioN | host cryPto  
accelerator (hca) aND tPm iNtegratioN

dell data protection | host crypto accelerator (hca) is a hardware option to provide fIps 140-2 level 3 certified 

encryption for internal storage mediums. ddp | hca works with dell’s data protection encryption software and 

utilizes the tpm for protection of encryption keys such that they never transition through system memory in 

the clear.

ddp | hca is a hardware-based, cryptographic engine maintaining an advanced level of tamper resistant secu-

rity. It provides support for national security agency suite b encryption and signing algorithms and is available 

exclusively on select dell commercial devices as a hardware expansion card.

Dell Data Protection | hardware crypto accelerator:

•	 Delivers	enterprise	class	pre-boot	authentication	for	enterprise	deployment

•	 Drive	agnostic	hardware	encryption	with	performance	similar	to	an	SED

•	 Offers	the	highest	level	of	Federal	Information	Processing	Standards	(FIPS)	certification	 

(fIps 140-2 level 3) commercially available for a system disk encryption solution

•	 Provides	superior	encryption	key	protection	in	hardware	with	automatic	key	 

deletion in case of an attack

vIsIt our
demo # 8vIsIt our

demo
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With the emergence of the Internet of things (Iot) an increasing number of so-called smart objects are being 

deployed. these include cyber-physical systems that perform physical actions or collect sensitive data with 

potentially high security impact. application range from motion sensors over door locks to industrial applications 

in smart factories, railway systems or the smartgrid.

the trusted platform module (tpm) 2.0 with an accompanying tpm software stack (tss) 2.0 provides an 

effective way to determine the firmware and software state of such devices and detect manipulations. however, 

it can only detect but not protect the access to the sensor or actuator attached to such an embedded device.

this demonstrator highlights a custom tpm 2.0 module, extended with trustworthy gpIo capabilities in order 

to secure access to the attached actuator even in the case of firmware manipulations and to ensure remote 

management of this actuator even during an active attack. It utilizes a prototype of a tpm 2.0 implementation 

on a discreet chip and a prototype implementation of a tss 2.0 locally as well as remotely.

estaBlishiNg trust with emBeDDeD actuators iN the iot
Trusted Computing Technologies Supported: Trusted Platform Module (TPM) 
Library Specification 2.0, TPM Software Stack (TSS) 2.0

#13 vIsIt our
demo

vIsIt our
demo
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demonstrate application of tcg technology for automotive area.

It shows remote firmware update demo for ecu in a car with integrity by tpm.

the secure update is implemented using the following three steps:

•	 Accurate	remote	determination	of	in-vehicle	software	and	hardware	configuration	and	integrity	

•	 Verification	of	successsful	completion	of	intended	software	updates

•	 Secure	long-term	storage	of	audit	logs	of	the	related	updated	operations	and	 

tpm measurement operations

this figure shows the concept of message flow for each component (head unit/gateway or ecu) for remote 

maintenance. this is one of the figures which are contained in tpm 2.0 automotive-thin profile v1.0 published 

by tcg. 

http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/resources/tcg_tpm_20_library_profile_for_automotivethin

remote firmware uPDate for vehicle ecu with a tPm
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based on this concept, the demo system includes:

•	 A	notebook	computer	representing	the	remote	maintenance	center

•	 Representation	of	a	vehicle	that	requires	remote	update	of	firmware

•	 Several	connected	communications	modules

the figure below shows the demo system diagram. the demo flow/procedure follows the three steps described 

above.

CAN or  
other 

Remote Maintenance 
Center 

Vehicle Cloud 
In-Vehicle HMI on Tablet PC 

ECU2: LED 

Motor 

TCG TPM Standardization on 
going for Automotive Thin & 
Rich 

Connecting Center, In-vehicle Server and ECUs, files downloaded from Center 
enable ”ECUs update” with TCG’s TPM authentication procedure. 

ECU1: Actuator 

3G LTE 
or other 

Wi-Fi 

Thin Thin

Rich

# 2 vIsIt our
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telecommunication operators have expressed serious concerns regarding the exposure of their infrastructure 

to the threat of equipment tampering and unauthorized data exfiltration. network device vendors can support 

operators in their efforts to defend against such threats with solutions adapted to their particular requirements.

huawei demonstrates how to use the trusted platform module (tpm) and the measured boot process on tele-

com devices and successfully implement firmware and software tampering detection.

the demonstration will showcase an enhanced measured boot process, in which each boot component is not 

only measured, but also validated against reference measurements. the validation is performed locally, without 

requiring additional infrastructure.

trusteD comPutiNg iN  
Network Device

6. Store2. Store

Stage 2 Boot OS Applications

4. Store

TPM

Root-
kit

Admin

ALARM

Component Ref.mes.
CRTM/Stage 1 64EB...

Stage 2 5AE4...

OS 945C...

Applications 7DB1

3. Validate1. Validate  5. Validate 7.  Validate

CRTM/Stage 1 Boot

8. Store

vIsIt our
demo #9vIsIt our
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the Intel security cIp (Is-cIp) demonstration leverages an innovative defense-in-depth approach to monitor and 

manage Iot deployments from silicon to cloud.  the Is-cIp solution is a virtualized security-architected platform 

optimized on Intel architectures that manages hW, sW, and data security capability separately from operational 

applications hosted in secured unmodified guest os partitions.   this separation of concerns between opera-

tional applications and platform monitoring and management capabilities enables Is-cIp to host and protect 

new and legacy software with little or no changes to these operational applications, thereby enabling rapid 

advancement of security awareness and controls to new and existing infrastructure.

Is-cIp provides controls to harden the device, secure the communications between devices, and to manage and 

monitor connected devices in a policy-driven and closed-loop remediation environment.  the Is-cIp software 

stack implements cyber security controls, physical security controls, and a hardware-based embedded iden-

tity.   each device is securely measured and validated during the boot process and during software execution 

to ensure the integrity of the hardware, firmware, and software. the communications security leverages the 

embedded identity to enable mutual authentication between devices and to authenticate traffic streams.  In 

addition, the confidentiality and integrity of the communications can be remotely configured and managed on a 

stream-by-stream basis.  finally, all devices have a consistent security management and monitoring capability 

which decouples the security processes and policies from the physical device and os characteristics.

In Iot deployments, management and monitoring of devices and data are critical.  the Is-cIp demonstration will 

show how to monitor security status and event data in near real-time with automated, policy-driven manage-

ment capabilities that enable orchestration of responses to security anomalies.  this allows for an automated 

reactive security response based on the nature of the attacks on the device, creating a dynamic security re-

sponse that inhibits the script-based attacks that depend on a known environment.  In addition, by altering the 

policy, proactive security orchestration is enabled such that devices not yet under attack can begin to mitigate 

against a particular threat, thereby inhibiting the ability of threats to propagate within the environment after 

compromise.

the Is-cIp platform demonstrates how to protect new and existing (greenfield and brownfield) operational 

software deployments, including consolidation or redundant/backup deployment strategies for control systems 

and other critical infrastructure applications, with a comprehensive intelligent managed protection strategy.

iNtel security critical iNfrastructure  
ProtectioN (ciP) – for maNageD iot security

#5 vIsIt our
demo

vIsIt our
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trusteD Device lifecycle maNagemeNt  
for eND-to-eND security

While the trusted platform module is the foundation of an Iot device’s security architecture, the benefit of 

enhanced key protection is only realized through an enterprise Key management Infrastructure to securely 

produce the proper keys, certificates, and digital signatures required for trusted computing. 

the device lifecycle management (dlm) system provides Iot system developers with a pKI certificate authority, 

digital signing service, and supply chain key management solution, scalable across a variety of distributed man-

ufacturing environments.  dlm is available today and currently deployed in a variety of applications including 

semiconductor high-speed key injection, protection of intellectual property in industrial controllers, and auto-

motive security credential management systems.
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IntegrIty security services (Iss) will demonstrate the automated enrollment of a tpm within a typical em-

bedded Iot device using the dlm system to generate and sign attestation Identity Key (aIK) certificates.  aIKs 

are used to authenticate devices and securely inject trust anchors into the tpm.  the resulting device is able to 

authenticate all software, identities, and data, used in the design of value-added features including:

•	 Remote	Software	Updates

•	 Protection	of	Intellectual	Property

•	 License	Management	&	Content	Protection

•	 Feature	Control	(“In-app	purchases”)

IntegrIty security services is a proud member of the trusted computing group. to learn more about dlm 

and integration of tcg technology in end-to-end embedded security solutions, please visit us in the green hills 

software booth (south expo #s1933).

#18 vIsIt our
demo

vIsIt our
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full lInuX stacK for tpm 2.0

tpm 2.0 enables security in a wide range of deviced from embedded/Iot, to pcs and servers.   giving these 

applications access to tpm 2.0’s full set of feature requires a software stack.   We are demonstrating a  tpm 

2.0 software stack consisting of:

•	 A	test	application	that	exercises	TPM	2.0	commands

•	 TSS	System	API	code	for	sending	and	receiving	the	TPM	2.0	commands

•	 A	TSS	TAB/RM	(TPM	access	broker/resource	manager)	for	coordinating	multi-process	access	to	the	TPM	

and for managing the tpm’s resources

•	 A	Linux	device	driver	for	sending	and	receiving	the	raw	byte	streams	to	the	TPM	and	provides	the	system	

resources as was done for tpm 1.2

tPm 2.0 family eNaBliNg for liNuX
TPM 2.0, TSS System API, TSS Trusted Access  
Broker/Resource Manager, Linux Device Driver

vIsIt our
demo #17vIsIt our

demo
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as enterprises increasingly move application workloads and data into external clouds – one of the biggest con-

cerns is security and how do I securely transfer my app/data to the cloud, how do I gain visibility into my app/ 

data and the infrastructure on which they run, how do I ensure that only I can access my app/ data and only I 

have the keys to encrypt / decrypt my data, thus protecting privacy of data owners.

cloud data security gateway appliance (cdsa) enables enterprise users to route application/backup data from 

the enterprise network to public/private cloud based storage services (like amazon s3, google cloud, microsoft 

azure, openstack swift etc.) in a secure way and with optimized latency. cdsa achieves this performance by 

leveraging Intel architecture based accelerators like Intel Quickassist, Isa-l, aes-nI, and dpdK in addition to 

performance enhanced data handling. appliance and data integrity is protected by txt/tpm enabled trust.

openstack cinder volumes store critical enterprise data which needs to be standards compliant. so, boundary 

control plays a very important role for cinder based storage. the demonstration also focuses on boundary 

control of cinder volumes with the help of tpm/txt assisted geo/asset tags.

clouD Data  
security gateway

#7 vIsIt our
demo
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as a result of growing bring your own device (byod) and cloud computing trends, enterprise connectivity con-

tinues expanding exponentially. not only that, but the devops movement has increased the number of accounts 

with system administrator access to servers and data. together, the rising sophistication of Internet attacks and 

the potential for insider threats have seriously endangered enterprise data security.

the best way to administer your It infrastructure is from locked-down, hardened workstations that enforce 

encryption, device-to-user association, and strong authentication. strongnet with measurement bound Keys is 

designed to protect system administrator workstations and other devices by enforcing both user identity and 

device integrity, so every network resource that supports public key cryptography or public key infrastructure 

(pKI) can be protected. strongnet uses hardware root of trust to deliver high-integrity user and computer cre-

dentials, and our proprietary measurement bound Keys can ensure that credentials will not be accepted unless 

the mobile device complies with security policies. 

Jw secure stroNgNet™ secure aDmiN
Trusted Computing Technologies Supported: Remote Platform Attestation and 
Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

vIsIt our
demo #16vIsIt our

demo
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microsoft wiNDows iNterNet of thiNgs — trusteD i/o

#3 vIsIt our
demo

vIsIt our
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byod security is a hot topic for the enterprise - end users want to work from their shiny new smartphones and 

tablets, and corporations desire the productivity gains and cost reductions associated with permitting them.  

but with greater flexibility comes increasing threat - mobile devices are at a higher risk of compromise than 

traditional desktop operating systems due to limited security software and exposure to web-based malware 

and malicious mobile applications. how do we ensure that these devices play well with others once we allow 

them on our networks?

tnc If-map based interoperability for security automation enables a mobile security solution in which: 

•	 A	Pulse	Secure	Policy	Secure	policy	server	(TNC	MAP	Client)	authorizes	a	BYOD	device	to	connect	to	the	

network.

•	 A	DECOmap	Android	client	from	DECOIT	GmbH	(TNC	MAP	Client)	gathers	data	from	the	device	and	pub-

lishes it to the map service.

•	 A	Snort	 intrusion	 prevention	 system,	with	TNC	MAP	Client	 functionality	 developed	 by	DECOIT	GmbH,	

monitors behavioral activity on the network.

•	 IF-MAP	based	security	automation	-	coordinated	by	Trust@HsH’s	irond	TNC	MAP	Server	-	enables	the	

snort Ips to signal the pulse secure policy server if the mobile device is out of compliance or misbehav-

ing, so the policy server can isolate or restrict the mobile device.

•	 A	Trust@HsH	VisITMeta	data	visualizer	(TNC	MAP	Client)	enables	a	security	administrator	to	investigate	

activity, and communications partners, of the offending mobile device.

ByoD solutioNs well iN haND: 
Standards-Based Mobile Security

vIsIt our
demo #15vIsIt our

demo
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as we learned from the Jp morgan breach, it only takes one compromised system to expose an entire protected 

network.  the 2013 and 2014 verizon data breach Incident reports illustrate this problem: in 2012, 71% of 

attacks and breaches involved compromised end-user devices; in 2013, attacks on servers nearly doubled 

compared to the previous year.  Identifying and isolating systems attempting unauthorized access is a critical 

enterprise-security defense mechanism.

combining access control with threat protection technology reduces risks and costs associated with sophis-

ticated attacks. pulse secure’s policy secure provides a mobility-ready nac and byod solution that protects 

enterprises with seamless enforcement of security policies for all users, devices, and applications accessing the 

network. the rebasoft threat auditor is a flexible system that takes information from a wide variety of systems 

and makes decisions based upon what it finds, enabling organisations to link multiple systems together to im-

prove post-admission security. together, they leverage tcg standards to provide intelligent, dynamic detection 

and remediation of compromised internal systems.

tnc If-map based interoperability for security automation enables a coordinated threat control scenario in 

which: 

•	 A	Pulse	Policy	Secure	policy	server	(TNC	PDP	&	IF-MAP	Client)	authorizes	an	authenticated,	compliant	

system to connect to the network.

•	 A	Rebasoft	Threat	Auditor	(TNC	IF-MAP	Sensor)	detects	unauthorized	behavior	from	that	system.

•	 IF-MAP	based	security	automation	-	provided	by	the	Pulse	Secure	MAP	service	-	enables	the	Rebasoft	

sensor to signal to pulse policy secure that the system is misbehaving.

•	 Pulse	Policy	Secure	isolates	the	misbehaving	system.

Breach coNtaiNmeNt: 
Standards-Based Security Automation for Coordinated Threat Control 

#14 vIsIt our
demo

vIsIt our
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usiNg tcg techNologies iN a  
real worlD clouD setuP
security becomes a more and more important topic for everyone. especially in the area of cloud computing, cus-

tomers do request more privacy and security.

up until now, infrastructure security was based on thick doors and locks in front of data centers. that changes 

with trusted computing technologies like secure boot and remote attestation. those are a change of paradigm in 

the area of infrastructure security. In a close collaboration with Intel, swisscom wants to use those technologies 

in its cloud.

the demo will show the general architecture based on Intel’s trusted execution technology (Intel® tXt). It will 

cover the provisioning of the infrastructure as well as the attestation of machines. you will also have the opportunity 

to discuss our learnings and challenges that we faced while implementing those trusted computing technologies 

in a real world environment.

vIsIt our
demo #1vIsIt our
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the adoption of m2m connectivity and communications over the Internet using Ip-based networks is on the 

rise, but security has been an afterthought. the exponential growth of Internet-connected devices and sys-

tems–from water treatment plants to railway controls; energy plants to building control systems–have created 

more opportunities for bad actors to gain access to networks and sensitive information. the increased attack 

surface created by these critical assets leaves an organization exposed and vulnerable to cyber security threats. 

the tempered networks solution allows organizations to create private overlay networks at unlimited scale--

on top of shared network infrastructure--providing network segmentation. a tempered networks environment 

is comprised of a scalable orchestration engine (hIpswitch conductor™), industrial and data-center grade 

security appliances (hIpswitches), and a management console and user interface (simpleconnect™). hIp-

switches are used to implement multiple private overlay networks, which can be individually orchestrated by 

the hIpswitch conductor and managed by the simpleconnect web-based user interface. pulse secure’s policy 

secure server implements the map service, which provides dynamic, centralized coordination for hIpswitch 

map clients.

tcg technology supports critical Infrastructure protection

two tnc standards underlie this protection of the interconnection between a process control network and an 

enterprise network:

•	 IF-MAP	enables	coordination	of	configuration,	behavioral,	location,	and	policy	information	between	provi-

sioning and network management applications, policy management and enforcement devices, and net-

work intelligence and visibility components.

•	 IF-MAP	Metadata	for	Industrial	Control	Systems	Security	specifies	the	pattern	of	IF-MAP	usage	for	the	

various components providing enhanced security and management of control system networks.

DyNamic overlay ProtectioN for  
iNDustrial coNtrol systems
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Wave virtual smart card 2.0 provides strong two-factor user authentication, offering better security at less 

than half the cost of usb security tokens or physical smart cards. It can be used like a traditional smart card 

or token – but because it uses hardware already embedded in the endpoint, the user doesn’t have to carry 

anything extra for secure authentication. 

typical use cases are for device login, secure vpn, web applications, cloud applications and other certifi-

cate-based applications, like wireless authentication (802.1x), remote desktop, or user login to a Windows 

tablet or laptop.

additional Information: 

end-user benefIts

Better Security: uses the industry-standard hardware trusted platform module (tpm), so built to vendor-neu-

tral, internationally-developed security standards. the keys are unique to each endpoint, i.e. it is not vulnerable 

to a centralized server hack.

Instantly mitigates the threat from compromised user credentials: by applying a strong, hardware-based 

second factor to the authentication process, it negates the huge risk posed by the compromise of user creden-

tials and the potential to use those credentials for unauthorized entry into sensitive It systems and applications.

Convenient: built into the endpoint, so there’s nothing extra to carry or lose.

Cost-effective: typically greater than 50% lower total cost of ownership than usb token solutions, in some cas-

es up to 65% less. leverages pre-existing hardware for lower capital expenditure and eliminates replacement 

costs for lost tokens and smart cards.

Works right now: the only enterprise-capable virtual smart card that works on Windows 7. available today on 

Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 8.1, and will work with Windows 10.

wave virtual smart carD 2.0:
Two-Factor Authentication with TPM
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you know you should be encrypting data on every device in your organization, especially your laptops. self-en-

crypting drives (seds) are the fastest, easiest and most secure way to do that – but setting up to support and 

manage seds can seem daunting. the world’s first cloud-based service for managing seds, microsoft bitlocker 

and osX filevault, Wave cloud lets users take advantage of the benefits of seds without jumping through 

the hoops traditionally associated with sed management, such as infrastructure development and training.  

Whether you’re doing a small proof-of-concept or full-blown production deployment, Wave cloud is the fastest 

way to get there.

•	 Active	monitoring,	logging,	and	reporting	of	all	user	and	device	events	associated	with	SEDs	

•	 Compatible	with	Windows	8.1,	8,	7	and	Vista	operating	systems;	and	OSX	10.8	and	10.9	 

(for osX filevault)

•	 No	infrastructure	to	buy	or	set	up	—	fast,	easy	compliance

•	 The	only	cloud-based	management	solution	that	gives	you	drive	initialization,	user	management,	drive	

locking, and user recovery for all opal-based, proprietary, and solid-state seds

the fast, risk-free way to DePloy seDs: 
Wave Cloud
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Solid-State Drives (SSD) supporting TCG’s Self-Encrypting Drive (SED) technology provide robust protec-
tion of stored data using hardware-based encryption built directly into the drive hardware and electronics, 
protecting sensitive data from loss or theft or during re-purposing, warranty work, or end-of-life.

solid-state drives (ssd) offer many advantages over rotating magnetic media such as better reliability and 

performance, remarkable ruggedness, less weight, no noise, and significantly lower power consumption. com-

pared to a hard disk drive (hdd), the ssd’s booting and application loading times are 50+% less and file copy 

time is 60+% less. the current price differential between ssds and hdds is steadily declining and the superior 

advantages of ssds make that price difference even less consequential. the important cost comparison is not 

the initial cost, but the life cycle costs of using an ssd versus an hdd. time savings in doing every task signifi-

cantly	reduces	the	“wait”	time	for	active	users	and	provides	a	more	productive	work	experience.	Ruggedness	

and longer life save on repair and replacement. 

national and international breach notification laws typically contain encryption ‘safe harbors’, which exempt 

stolen or lost data from public notifications. the penalties for notification have been tabulated and are signifi-

cant. add self-encryption to the list of ssd superlatives, which is a quantifiable business requirement for pro-

tecting	stored	data.	Self-encryption	offers	faster	performance,	better	security,	standards-based,	and	is	“always	

on”,	 operating	 transparently,	 when	 compared	 to	 software-based	 encryption.	The	Trusted	 Computing	 Group	

has standardized self-encryption and all major drive manufacturers are providing interoperable products. sol-

id-state and self-encryption provide an unbeatable combination.

the tcg-standardized management interface allows multiple Isvs to manage seds, including Wave Cloud 

and others.

soliD-state Drives with self-eNcryPtioN: 
Solidly Secure
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self-encrypting drives (seds) are fast becoming the standard for enterprise customers who want a level of 

security built right into their devices since seds have their own on-board technology to encrypt data written 

to the drive. organizations worldwide are increasingly securing confidential information on seds, recognizing 

that this approach simplifies the deployment of security for data at rest and provides significant cost savings. 

With tpm embedded and enabled on a laptop, securedoc binds a sed with the tpm chip on device thus mak-

ing it unusable if ever separated from the laptop.  this demonstration will showcase how securedoc manages a 

sed such as a micron m600 and encryption while integrating pre-boot authentication and the tpm embedded 

on a laptop; thus providing an ultimate and robust encryption security solution that is extremely easy to use.

Winmagic’s securedoc enterprise server (ses) offers organizations total control over their data security en-

vironment by managing everything encryption across multiple platforms within the enterprise under one cen-

tralized enterprise server. this includes manageability of policies, password rules, microsoft bitlocker, mac 

osX filevault 2, ios, android, securedoc cloud and integration with industry-standard technologies such as 

opal-compliant seds along with tpm.

seD maNagemeNt with tPm ProtectioN
Trusted Computing Technologies Supported:  
Opal Self-Encrypting Drive 2.0 and TPM
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trusted computing group mission

trusted computing group (tcg) is a not-for-profit organization formed to develop, define 

and promote open, vendor-neutral, global industry standards, supportive of a hardware-based 

root of trust, for interoperable trusted computing platforms.

since its formation in 2003, tcg has been leading the industry with open standards that 

drive the creation of customizable security solutions for cloud, Iot, mobile, pc client, server, stor-

age and network applications.

why Join trusted computing group?

membership in the tcg allows you to participate in the development and promotion of 

vendor-neutral technical standards that drive trusted computing technologies.

network and collaborate with industry experts, contribute to the technical specifications, 

implementation guides, reference implementation and influence both developers and enterprise 

end-users of trusted computing technology, all in a neutral environment that fosters the creation 

and adoption of open, interoperable standards.  

contact us to learn more

trusted computing group administration

phone: +1.503.619.0562

email: admin@trustedcomputinggroup.org

Web: www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/resources/rsa_conference_2015_tcg_association_seminar
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